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1. Introduction

Along with the convergence in every field of the informa-
tion technology, various kinds of digital content are now
likely to be created and accessed from several types
of devices connected to different networks. Therefore,
an appropriate system for storing users’ data should
offer a wide range of services, such as ease of access,
protection against device failures, versioning and short
transfer time from the system to a given device. In this
context, the possibility of storing data online appears as
a promising solution.

To exploit the great opportunity, many companies
propose online data storage service, most of them off-
ering a given storage capacity (up to 25 GB) for free,
with the possibility of extending that quota to a higher
value for a fixed price (1$/GB/year). However, while run-
ning such a storage service implies owning huge stora-
ge capacities and affording the associated energy and
warehouse costs, one can imagine using smaller but
numerous storage spaces of the users themselves. 

In a peer-to-peer (p2p) storage system, the partici-
pants are at the same time the providers and the users
of the service: each participant offers a part of her disk
space to provide the service to the others, and benefits
from storing her data onto the system. The added value
of the service then comes from the protection against
failures provided by the system, from the ease of data
access, from the versioning management that may be
included, and from the difference in the amount of data
stored into the system versus offered for service.

An online storage service is valuable only if data
availability is assured, therefore to cope with disk failu-
res and with participants disconnecting their disks from
the system, data replicates must be spread over seve-
ral (sufficiently reliable) peers to guarantee that data
are almost always available. A functional p2p storage
system needs the participants to offer sufficient frac-
tions of their disk space to the system, and to remain on-

line for long periods. However, both of these require-
ments imply costs (or at least constraints) for partici-
pants, who may be reluctant to devote their resources
to the system instead of using them for their own needs.
The work presented in this paper focuses on the incen-
tives to make participants contribute to the system. We
consider that users behave selfishly, i.e., are only sen-
sitive to the quality of service they experience, regard-
less of the effects of their actions on the other users,
therefore the framework of Non-Cooperative Game The-
ory [7] is particularly well-suited to study the interactions
among peers.

While the economic aspects of p2p file sharing net-
works have already been extensively studied (see [2,
4,8,9] and references therein), there are, to our know-
ledge, no works tackling the economics of p2p storage
networks, although a basic difference exists: in file shar-
ing systems when a peer provides some files to the com-
munity, she gives value for all users since they all can
access the data she proposes; in a p2p storage sys-
tem, on the other hand, the storage space offered by
a user can be shared among different peers but each
part is then devoted to only one user. 

The existing literature on p2p storage systems main-
ly focuses on security, reliability and technical feasibility
issues [3,6,10], whereas the incentive aspect has rece-
ived little attention. Only solutions that do not imply fi-
nancial transactions are considered in current works,
therefore to create some incentives to participate, the
counter payment for providing service is usually the ser-
vice in question as well. This approach leads to a sche-
me where every peer should contribute to the system
in terms of service at least as much as she benefits from
others [5,11]; we call such a mechanism a symmetric
scheme.

We also investigate solutions based on monetary ex-
changes: users can “buy” storage space for a fixed unit
price, and “sell” their own memory space to the system
at another unit price. It is known from economics that
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when those unit prices are fixed by the supply and de-
mand curves (as in a perfect market), the selfish user
choices lead to a socially efficient situation. However, it
is more likely here that the system is managed by a pro-
fit-maximizing entity that fixes prices so as to maximize
revenue, therefore we study the profit oriented price-
based scheme. 

Our target is to decide which scheme is more conve-
nient for the society. We consider the social welfare, i.e.,
the total value that the system has for all participants,
as the measure of comparison. Under some assumptions
on the user utility functions, we derive a necessary and
sufficient condition for symmetry-based systems to out-
perform revenue-oriented management. We obtain that
user heterogeneity tends to favor pricing-based sche-
mes that are more flexible, and, above a given user he-
terogeneity threshold, even a monopoly-managed sys-
tem will be socially better than a system imposing sym-
metry. 

The paper is organized as follows. The next section
presents the user preference model and the two incen-
tive mechanisms mentioned earlier. After that, we defi-
ne the social welfare performance measure and com-
pute its value for those two schemes. We compare them
in the subsequent section to determine the manage-
ment scheme that is best suited to a given society; and
the last section contains our conclusions.

2. Our model

2.1 Data availability, redundancy and transfers
In a p2p storage system the availability of the stored

data is considered as the most important factor in user’s
appreciation. There are no direct means to guarantee
that a given user disk storing a specific file will be onli-
ne 100% of the time, but to ensure data availability, the
system can introduce several tools, such as data repli-
cation and redundant coding. We suppose here that
the system, when detecting that a peer has gone offline,
triggers a recovery of the data stored in that peer from
the replicas in the system, and a new storage of those
data onto other peers. Likewise, when a peer comes
back online, then a new data load will be transferred
onto her offered storage space, independently what and
whose data she was storing before. 

Such a data protection mechanism implies data trans-
fers, and therefore non-monetary costs due to resource
consumption (CPU, bandwidth utilization, etc.). A peer i
is concerned by those data transfers in two situations:
when she comes back online after an offline period (re-
ceives new data load), and when other peers enter and
leave the system (upload traffic if user i stores replica-
tes of the leaving user’s data, download traffic when
user i has to store more data). The mean data transfer
associated with the first situation is thus proportional to
the amount of capacity Ci she offers to the system, and
to the mean number of online-offline cycles per unit of
time: denoting by ti

on (resp. ti
off) the mean duration of on-

line (resp. offline) periods of user i. The corresponding
mean amount of transferred data is then proportional
to Ci/(tion+ti

off). The mean amount of data transferred to
and from user i per unit of time in the second situation
is proportional to the weighted (by the offered capacity)
mean µ– of peer status changes per unit of time. This
term appears only at those peers who offer storage
space, and only during the time they are online.

Consequently, the transfer cost perceived by user i
for offering capacity Ci with the mean availability πi is ex-
pressed by,                           , where δi and γi are para-
meters that reflect the user characteristics such as sen-
sitivity, access bandwidth, or hardware profile.

2.2 User preferences
We describe user preferences by a utility function

which reflects the benefit of using the service by storing
Ci

s data amount in the system, the cost of offering sto-
rage space Ci

o:= πiCi for other users, and the monetary
transactions, if any. The utility Ui of user i is of the form

• Vi(Ci
s) is user i’s valuation of the storage service,

i.e., the price she is willing to pay to store the amount
Ci

s of data in the system. 
• Pi (Ci ,tion,ti

off) is the overall non-monetary cost of
user i for offering capacity Ci to the system with availa-
bility πi . It consists of two distinct costs: 

• the opportunity cost Oi (Ci πi ) of offering storage
capacity for other users (during online periods) instead
of using it for her own needs;

•                         data transfer costs due to the
data protection mechanism implemented by the system
as described in the previous subsection. 

•    is the monetary price paid by user i for the ser-
vice taken. This term is 0 in case of a symmetric scheme,
and otherwise equals to the price difference between
the charge for storing her data into the system and the
remuneration for offering her disk space. 

2.3 Incentive schemes for cooperation
We assume here that users selfishly choose strate-

gies to maximize their utilities and apart from Ci
s and Ci,

each user i can also decide about her behavior related
to availability πi . We describe the two types of incenti-
ve mechanisms that we intend to compare later. Both
schemes may imply the existence of a central authority
or clearance service to supervise peer behavior and/or
manage payments: as the model aims to give hints for
commercial applications, we do not try to avoid such a
centralized system control.

Symmetric schemes
As evoked in the introduction about management

solutions without pricing, the principle of those sche-
mes is that users are invited to contribute to, at least as

where
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much as they take from, the other users, i.e., it is impo-
sed to each user i that Ci

o ≥Ci
s. The availability of the

peer is checked (e.g., at randomly chosen times) to en-
sure that Ci

o=πiCi exceeds the peer’s service use Ci
s.

Payment-based schemes
We consider a simple payment-based mechanism

where users can “buy” storage space in the system for
a unit price ps (per byte and per unit of time) and “sell”
some of their disk capacity for a (uptime-average) unit
price po. The (possibly negative) monetary amount that
user i is charged is then                           We assume
that the prices are set by a system operator so as to
maximize her revenue, knowing a priori the reactions of
the users. The operator can thus drive the outcome of
the game to the most profitable situation for herself, and
in this sense, she acts as the leader of a Stackelberg
(or leader-follower) game [7]. In a real implementation of
the mechanism, the operator may not perfectly know
the user reactions, but an iterative groping of prices can
converge to the profit-maximizing ones.

2.4 User behavior related to availability
As given before, a user i has four strategic variables,

namely her offered Ci and stored Ci
s capacities, and her

mean online ti
on and offline ti

off period durations. Based
on the utility equation, when Ci

s and Ci are fixed, the uti-
lity of each user is increasing in ti

on, so ti
on will be set by the

selfish user to the reachable maximum value t-i
on, which

is constrained by uncontrolled events (power black-out,
accidents, hardware failures, etc.) that may force the user
off the network. Notice that this selfish decision is pro-
fitable to the whole network: longer online periods mean
fewer data protection transfers and therefore smaller
costs for the system (the parameter µ– in the utility equa-
tion being small). 

Note also that by introducing                           the
transfer costs simply write as Ci

opi
min.

2.5 User supply and demand functions
Supply and demand functions are widely used in eco-

nomics, and are derived from the utility of consumers

and cost functions of providers, respectively. For a user
i we call supply function (resp. demand function) the func-
tion si(p) (resp. di(p)) such that for a given p≥0, si(p)
(resp. di(p)) is the amount of storage capacity that user
i would choose to sell (resp. buy) if she were paid (resp.
charged) a unit price p for it. 

Our illustrative results consider quasi-linear form of
affine supply and demand functions and quadratic va-
luation and opportunity cost functions. Under this con-
sideration, a user i is entirely described by four parame-
ters (see Figure 1): 

• two price thresholds, namely pi
min and pi

max, 
that respectively represent the minimum value of
the selling unit price and the maximum value 
of the buying unit price;

• two price sensitivities ai and bi, that respectively
correspond to the increase of sold capacity when
selling price grows and the decrease of 
bought storage space along with the growth 
of the buying unit price. 

The total supply function                    is then a (piece-
wise affine) increasing convex function on the interval
[mini pi

min, maxi pi
min]. Likewise, the total demand function

is decreasing and convex on [mini pi
max,

maxi pi
max], as illustrated in Figure 2.

3. Performance of 
incentive mechanisms

We call the performance measure, used in the following
to compare incentive schemes, (social) welfare and de-
note the sum of the utilities of all agents in the system
by W:

Notice that no prices appear in the social welfare
expression, since all system agents are included, the
operator as well that receives or gives payments, if any,
and whose utility is her revenue.

Figure 2. 
Total supply S and demand D functions, 

maximum social welfare (lined zone) 
and surplus repartition (hatched zones) in the case of 

revenue-driven monopoly under Assumption 1Figure 1. User reactions to prices and user’s valuation
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3.1 Optimal value of social welfare
The optimal situation that the system can attain cor-

responds to a maximization problem of W, subject to the
feasibility constraint                       ; it can be solved by
the Lagrangian method. The maximal value W* as well
as the so-called “shadow price” p* are illustrated in Fi-
gure 2. Remark that this optimal situation is reached
with a special payment-based scheme where po=ps=p*.

3.2 Performance of symmetric schemes
Under a symmetry-based management scheme, each

user i chooses Ci
o and Ci

s so as to maximize her own
valuation, respecting the Ci

o ≥ Ci
s constraint. 

In [13] it is shown that user i maximizes her utility at
the point Ci

s = Ci
o = Ci*, as illustrated in Figure 1: this

corresponds to the case where every user “exchanges”
capacity at the virtual unit price pi*. However, compared
to the socially optimal situation, each and every user lo-
ses a part of her utility, thus the system is suboptimal
(in terms of social welfare). The loss of welfare depends
on the heterogeneity of the users’ pi*s; if all users have
the same pi*, then symmetric management schemes ma-
ximize social welfare.

3.3 Performance of profit-oriented pricing schemes
When a profit-driven monopoly is employed, the sys-

tem operator strives to extract the maximum profit out
of the business by tuning the prices ps and po. 

Figure 2 plots the total supply (S) and the total de-
mand (D) as functions of the unit selling price po and
the unit buying price ps, respectively. Our first remark is
that po and ps will be chosen such that the demand
would be exactly satisfied by the supply: otherwise it is
always possible for the operator to decrease po (if over-
supply) or increase ps (if overdemand) to strictly improve
its revenue. The operator revenue with such prices is
then the area of the rectangle displayed in Figure 2,
embedded within the triangle-shape zone whose area
is the maximum value of social welfare. 

To be able to predict the maximal profit generating
strategy of the monopoly, we make the following as-
sumption regarding user price thresholds. 

Assumption 1
The repartitions of price thresholds pmin and pmax are

such that their variances on the user set are below a
certain level (for details, see [13]). 

Moreover, user profile values ai (resp. bi)  are inde-
pendent and identically distributed, and each user’s ai
and bi are independent.

Proposition 1
Under Assumption 1, a profit-oriented pricing yields

the social welfare Wmon such that

.

4. Which management to prefer? 

When we compare the outcomes of the two schemes,
we immediately have the following result. 

Proposition 2
Under Assumption 1, symmetric schemes socially out-

perform profit-oriented pricing mechanisms if and only if

.

In other words, if the global shadow price and the
users’ virtual prices are alike, the symmetric scheme
reaches higher social welfare. 

Proposition 2 combines the four user heterogeneity
factors, namely the price thresholds pmin, pmax and the
price sensitivities a, b, to determine the best mecha-
nism in terms of social welfare. Whereas the right-hand
term is the (weighted) variance of the pi*, the left-hand
term is hard to interpret. 

We thus suggest to take a look at the particular cas-
es where user heterogeneity lies entirely on price sensi-
tivities (resp. on price thresholds).

4.1 Homogeneous price thresholds
We consider here that users only differ by their price

sensitivities ai and bi , and they have the same price
thresholds pi

min and pi
max. This case has been studied in

a previous work, we therefore recall the main results and
refer the interested reader to [12] for details: it is proven
that

which yields the following comparison.

Proposition 3
Under our assumptions, symmetric schemes socially

outperform profit-oriented pricing mechanisms if and
only if 

Moreover, if the couples (ai ,bi ) are independently
chosen for all users and identically distributed, then the
inequality holds if and only if 

when the number of users tends to infinity (law of
large numbers), with .

Since the function ƒ is strictly concave, from Jensen’s
inequality the left-hand term is always smaller than 1,
and decreases as the dispersion of (a, b) increases.
Remark that when (a, b) are deterministic then the left-
hand term equals to 1 and symmetric schemes are bet-
ter than profit-oriented ones, as we remarked above.

Let us have a look at Proposition 3 for two simple ex-
amples of (a, b)’s distribution, assuming that a and b are
independent variables.

Uniform distribution: 
If a (resp. b) is uniformly distributed over [0,amax] (resp.

[0,bmax]), the inequality always holds.
Exponential distribution:
If a (resp. b) follows exponential distribution with pa-

rameter µa (resp. µb), either a symmetric or a profit-orien-
ted mechanism is socially preferable depending on the
relative values of µa and µb.
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4.2 Homogeneous price sensitivities
We now consider the case where the price thresholds

pi
min and pi

max are user-specific, but the price sensitivities
ai and bi are identical for every user. The couples (pi

min,
pi

max) are independent and identically distributed among
users; moreover pi

min is independent of pi
max for all users.

Proposition 4
Under these assumptions, managing mechanisms

based on symmetry are always socially better (in terms
of social welfare) than profit-oriented pricing mechanisms. 

5. Conclusion

In this work we have addressed the problem of user in-
centives in a peer-to-peer storage system. Using a game
theoretical model to describe selfish reactions of all sys-
tems actors (users and the operator), we have studied
and compared the outcomes of two possible managing
schemes, namely symmetry-based and profit-oriented
payment-based policies. 

Not only the size of the offered storage space was
targeted with incentives, but as the availability and re-
liability are particularly important issues in storage sys-
tems, the churn as well. By comparing the social welfare
in the two cases, under some assumptions on user pre-
ferences, we exhibited a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a type of management to be preferable to the
other: it appears that profit oriented payment-based
schemes may be socially better than symmetric ones
under some specific circumstances, namely if the hete-
rogeneity among user profiles is high.
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